
WEIGHT LOSS PLAN
1 Week 





Skip Breakfast



This is by no means a good long-term strategy. Caffeine

tolerance is very much real, and its effect on your body will

gradually weaken. 

 

But if your goal is to lose a lot of weight fast, you can

temporarily increase your caffeine intake. This will provide a

slight boost in metabolic rate that will help you burn extra

calories without doing anything. Black coffee, green tea, and

caffeine pills all work great. 

 

 Just make sure not to go over the 500 mg mark per day,

especially if you weigh less.

Temporarily Increase
Your Caffeine Intake



Eat A Lot of Protein



Limit
Your 
Fat
Intake



Cut Out Carbs For 
a While

With a temporary bump in

protein, you can afford to cut

out carbs for a while. This is

going to ensure that you eat

fewer calories without feeling

very hungry. Plus, so long as

you eat the bare minimum of

healthy fats (fatty fish, nuts,

natural oils, etc.), your energy

levels and state of mind will

be in the right place.

One potential drawback

here is that some people

experience fatigue during

the first days of low-carb

dieting. Here is how you

can counter that:



Take These Supplements
to Avoid the Low-Carb
Fatigue



Make Salads Your Best
Friend



Do Four High-Volume
Resistance Training
Workouts

The goal of fast weight loss should be to burn fat while

keeping the muscle around. This is going to create the lean

appearance we all want.

 

 This is why, besides consuming plenty of protein, you

should also do four resistance workouts for the week. For

one, resistance training is going to help keep your muscle

mass much better than aerobic exercise. 

 

Second, high-volume (more sets and more repetitions with

moderately-heavy weights) are going to burn a lot of

calories. Almost as many as a typical cardio session.



Do Two to Three Hours
of Low-Intensity Cardio

Since our goal is fast weight loss,

we need to create a large

enough caloric deficit for the

week. Nutrition is the first

important factor for the job, but

cardio is the second. Activities

such as jogging, riding a bike,

swimming, riding the elliptical,

and going on the stair master are

all great ways to burn a lot of

calories. Aim for two to three

total hours for the entire week.

Also, it’s a good idea to switch

things up. Jogging one day,

swimming the next, then riding a

bike, etc.  This is going to help

recruit different muscles and

avoid overtraining one body part,

as well as keep things interesting.



Drink Cold Water


